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Motivated by the recent successful synthesis of double-M carbides, we investigate structural and
electronic properties of WCrC and WCrCO2 monolayers and the effects of biaxial and out-of plane
strain and electric field using density functional theory. WCrC and WCrCO2 monolayers are found to
be dynamically stable. WCrC is metallic and WCrCO2 display semi-metallic character with narrow
band gap, which can be controlled by strain engineering and electric field. WCrCO2 monolayer
exhibits a dual band gap which is preserved in the presence of an electric field. The band gap of
WCrCO2 monolayer increases under uniaxial strain while it becomes metallic under tensile strain,
resulting in an exotic 2D double semi-metallic behavior. Our results demonstrate that WCrCO2 is
a new platform for the study of novel physical properties in two-dimensional Dirac materials and
which may provide new opportunities to realize high-speed low-dissipation devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

MAX phases are ternary carbides and nitrides which
have the general formula of Mn+1AXn where M is tran-
sition metal atom, A is a group XIII or XIV element,
and X is C and/or N. Layered MAX phases are chem-
ically exfoliated into two-dimensional (2D) mono- and
multilayers, named MXenes (3D MAX→ 2D MXene) [1–
6]. More than 70 MAX phases have been experimentally
produced, and dozens more have been predicted theo-
retically, hereby MXenes are one of the fastest growing
two-dimensional material (2DM) family [7–9]. Since the
discovery of titanium carbide (Ti3C2) in 2011 [1], MX-
enes have gained popularity due to their high surface
area, high electrical and metallic conductivity [10, 11],
hydrophilic nature [12], flexibility [13, 14], surface func-
tional possibilities [15] and intrinsic magnetism [16–19].
MXenes can be synthesized by extracting the A-group
atomic layers (mostly group 13 and 14 elements of the
periodic table) from MAX phases. MXenes have the
formula of Mn+1XnTn (M: transition metal atom, X:
C and/or N, T: surface termination, e.g., -O, -OH, -F
which are strongly bonded within the layered sheets, and
are held together with weak van der Waals interaction.

It is well known that the electronic properties of 2D
materials (2DM) can be tuned by applying strain or ex-
ternal electric field, functionalization, introducing defects
and vacancies [20–23]. But there are only a few reports
on electronic properties of double-M 2D MXenes which
can be controlled by strain engineering and electric field
[24–26]. Very recently, large area high quality 2D Mo2C
has been fabricated by using chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) [27, 28]. Tungsten and chromium based MXenes
(which are in the same column with molybdenum) have
been theoretically studied. W2C shows a non-magnetic
ground state and a high negative Poisson’s ratio in 2D

form. The later may lead to numerous engineering ap-
plications as e.g. an auxetic material [29]. The auxetic-
ity of W2C disappears when -O, -OH, -F surface func-
tional groups are introduced. Those functional groups
break the strong W-d-orbitals and C-p-orbitals coupling
[30]. Si et al. [16] proposed that Cr2C exhibits half-
metallic ferromagnetic behavior with a large half-metallic
gap as large as 2.85 eV due to itinerant d-electrons of Cr
which are 100% spin-polarized around the Fermi surface.
They have also demonstrated a ferromagnetic to anti-
ferromagnetic (FM-AFM) transition by surface function-
alization with -Cl, -OH, -F and -H. The etching and
ex-foliating properties of Cr2AlC and Cr2CO2 and their
electrocatalytic properties with and without carbon de-
fects were studied by Cheng et al. They demonstrated
that etching pristine Cr2AlC by HF solution could gen-
erate Cr2C MXenes with O* termination: Cr2CO2, and
Cr2CF2 and Cr2C(OH)2 will translate into Cr2CO2 even
if they were generated first during the etching reactions
[31].

Ferro-magnetism is not always maintained in Cr2C
due to different surface terminations. For instance,
Cr2CF2 is non-magnetic [9] while surface termination
with O turns it into a ferromagnetic ground state [32].
Double-M (formulated as M′M′′C, where M′(W) and
M′′(Cr) are two different early transition metals) 2D car-
bides (M′M′′Xene) such as Mo2VC2, Mo2NbC2, Cr2VC2,
Cr2NbC2 have been synthesized by Anasori et al.[33].
The layering due to different size of M atoms will be even
more pronounced [33, 34] and it was found to be energet-
ically more stable than their solid-solution counterparts
for certain combinations of transition metals.

Most of MXenes are metallic, and they can be trans-
formed into a semiconductor after surface passivation
with fluoride and oxygen. The surface functionalization
plays a key role in MXenes electronic snd magnetic prop-
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erties. Oxygen passivated double-M 2D carbide WCrCO2

shows tunable electronic properties by applying strain or
electric field. Although 2DM hold significant potential
for many applications, it will be necessary to tune their
intrinsic properties. Several approaches have been con-
sidered to change the electronic structure of 2DM such
as substitutional doping, defect engineering, application
of an electric field or strain, surface functionalization by
adatoms, or by altering the edge states [35–70].

Motivated by the reasons discussed above, we ex-
plore the structural and electronic properties of WCrC
and WCrCO2 monolayers. Using first-principle calcu-
lations, we investigate the effect of in-plane strain and
electric field on the electronic properties of WCrCO2

monolayer. In addition, the effect of out-of-plane strain
on the WCrCO2 bilayer is investigated. We found that
2D WCrC and WCrCO2 MXenes are promising materi-
als with semi-metallic character exhibiting an interesting
narrow band gap.

II. METHOD

Our approach is based on Density functional the-
ory (DFT) within the generalized gradient approxi-
mation for the exchange-correlation functional as pro-
posed by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) [71],
along with norm-conserving pseudopotentials [72] as im-
plemented in OpenMX package [73]. The eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of the Kohn-Sham equations are ob-
tained self-consistently using norm-conserving pseudopo-
tentials, and pseudoatomic orbitals (PAOs)[74, 75]. The
energy cutoff was taken 400 Ry with a plane-wave basis
set. The wave functions are expanded as a linear com-
bination of multiple pseudoatomic orbitals (LCPAOs).
The integration over the k-point mesh was performed
using 23× 23 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack scheme for the prim-
itive unit cell [76]. Double-M 2D carbides WCrC and
WCrCO2 monolayers are modelled as a periodic slab
with a large vacuum layer (20 Å) between them in or-
der to avoid interaction between adjacent layers. The
ground state structure was obtained by using a quasi-
Newton algorithm and it was relaxed until the residual
forces on the atoms becomes smaller than 1 meV/Å. In
order to accurately describe the van der Waals (vdW)
interaction in WCrCO2, we adopted the empirical cor-
rection method presented by Grimme (DFT-D2) [77]
PHONOPY code[78] was used to obtain the vibrational
properties which is based on the finite-displacement
method. Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simu-
lations were also carried out to examine the thermal sta-
bility of the double-M 2D carbides WCrC and WCrCO2

monolayers by using 5×5×1 super cell at room tempera-
ture (300 K) with total simulation time of 3 ps with 2 fs
time steps.

FIG. 1. Top and side view of the atomic structure of the
double-M 2D carbides (a) WCrC and (b) WCrCO2 monolay-
ers, with its hexagonal primitive unit cell indicated by the
green parallelogram. Gray, dark blue, brown and red balls
represent W, Cr, C and O atoms. (c) Contour plot of the
electron localization function (ELF) of the double-M 2D car-
bides WCrC (left) and WCrCO2 (right). Red (blue) color
indicate high (low) electron density.

III. PRISTINE WCRC AND WCRCO2

MONOLAYERS

WCrC and WCrCO2 monolayers crystallize in a hexag-
onal crystal structure and the unit cell contains two tran-
sition metal atoms (W and Cr) and one carbon (C) atom.
After geometric optimization of WCrC, we used =O func-
tionalization in order to realize WCrCO2 in four different
crystal structures [23]. In the present study we consid-
ered only the most favorable configuration which has the
functional groups located on top of the hollow site of the
carbon atom. Figs. 1(a) and (b) show top and side view
of the optimized crystal structures of, respectively, pris-
tine WCrC and WCrCO2 monolayers with its hexagonal
primitive unit cell, indicated by the green parallelogram.
The lattice parameters of WCrC and WCrCO2 are found
to be 2.90 and 2.79 Å, respectively. Each C atom is co-
valently bonded with neighboring W and Cr atoms, and
dM−C is the bond length between W and Cr with C atom
which is given in Table I. The distance between the up-
permost and lowermost atomic layers along the c-axis is
the thickness (d). The thickness of WCrC and WCrCO2

monolayers are calculated to be 2.25 and 2.60 Å, respec-
tively.

To investigate the charge transfer, we plot the elec-
tron localization function (ELF). The contours illustrate
ELF of WCrC (left) and WCrCO2 (right) in Fig. 1(c).
We see that a high charge density is found around the
C atom, which indicates a charge transfer from W and
Cr atoms to C atom resulting in covalent bonding. The
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Bader charge analysis technique [79] was employed to
probe charge gain and loss. The difference charge den-
sity (∆ρ) is defined as

∆ρ = ρWCrC − ρW − ρCr − ρC (1)

where ρWCrC , ρW , ρCr and ρC represents the charge
densities of the WCrC monolayer and isolated atoms, re-
spectively. Based on Bader charge analysis, each C atom
gains about 1.41 e from the adjacent W and Cr atoms,
while W and Cr atoms loses 0.66 and 0.76 e, respec-
tively in WCrC. While in WCrCO2, each O and C atom
gain about 0.9 e and 1.23 e from the adjacent W and
Cr atoms, respectively, while W and Cr atoms loses 1.56
and 1.35 electron. The charge redistribution in WCrC
and WCrCO2 is due to the different electro-negativities
of 2.36 (W), 1.66 (Cr), 2.55 (C) and 3.44 (O). Cohesive
energy, which is defined as the energy required to sepa-
rate the condensed material into isolated free atoms, is
one of the most important physical parameters in quanti-
fying the stability of materials. The cohesive energy per
atom was calculated using the following equation:

Ecoh = (EW + ECr + EC + 2EO)− EMXenes)/ntot (2)

where EW , ECr, EC and EO represent the energies of
isolated single W, Cr, C and O atoms; EMXenes repre-
sents the total energy of the MXene, and total number of
atoms (ntop=3,5 for pristine and =O functionalization),
respectively. The cohesive energy of WCrC and WCrCO2

monolayers are found to be 3.58 and 3.33 eV/atom, re-
spectively, which indicates that WCrCO2 is more favor-
able than pristine WCrC.

From the vibrational properties we obtain the dynami-
cal stability of the new predicted structures. The phonon
dispersion along the high symmetry points (Γ, M, K) for
WCrC and WCrCO2 is shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b),
respectively. There are one tungsten, one chromium,
and one carbon atoms, in the primitive unit cell and
therefore, the WCrC phonon spectrum consists of 9
phonon branches: 3 acoustic and 6 optical. Based on
the basal plane symmetry of 2DM the 6 optical phonon
branches consist of two singly degenerate (237.9 and
670.9 cm−1) and two doubly degenerate (187.5 and 699.6
cm−1) branches, the acoustic phonon branches consist of
doubly degenerate in-plane transverse (TA) and longitu-
dinal (LA) phonon branches at the Γ point. WCrCO2

has five atoms in the primitive unit cell and therefore
the phonon spectrum includes 15 phonon branches: 3
acoustic and 12 optical. Optical phonons include four
singly degenerate (239.5, 629.9, 692.3, 754.7 cm−1) and
four doubly degenerate (131.5, 426.5, 474.8, 587.4 cm−1).
Notice that all phonon modes have real eigenfrequencies
indicating that pristine WCrC and =O functionalization
WCrCO2 are dynamically stable Thus it is expected that
synthesis of the double-M MXene WCrC and WCrCO2

are possible as a freestanding monolayers. Additionally,

FIG. 2. The phonon band structure of (a) WCrC and (b)
WCrCO2 monolayers.

TABLE I. The calculated lattice constant (a), bonding dis-
tance between W/Cr and C (dW/Cr−C), bonding distance be-
tween W/Cr and O (dW/Cr−O), thickness (d), and cohesive
energy per atom (Ecoh) for the ground state configuration of
the WCrC and WCrCO2 monolayers.

a dW−C dCr−C dW−O dCr−O d Ecoh

(Å) (Å) (Å) (Å) (Å) (Å) (eV)

WCrC 2.90 2.11 1.93 - - 2.25 6.94

WCrCO2 2.79 2.12 2.11 2.07 1.91 2.60 5.81

thermal stability of WCrC and WCrCO2 monolayers are
further examined by Ab initio molecular dynamics sim-
ulations (AIMD) using a 5 × 5 × 1 supercell at 300 K.
AIMD simulation for both monolayers at 300 K is shown
in Fig. S1 of the supplementary information (SI), where
the optimized structures are indicated in the inset. The
thermal dynamic investigations are started with the opti-
mized structures at 0 K. The temperature was increased
to 300 K (room temperature) within 2 ps. As can be no-
ticed from the snapshots, apart from minor distortions,
the crystal structures of both WCrC andWCrCO2 mono-
layers are preserved, further confirming the stability even
at least up to 300 K.

Next we investigated the electronic band dispersion
of WCrC and WCrCO2 monolayers. Due to valence d-
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FIG. 3. (a) Electronic band structure without and with spin-orbital coupling (SOC) and (b) DOS and PDOS of WCrC
monolayer. (c) Electronic band structure without and with SOC of WCrCO2 monolayer. Zoom of the band structure indicated
in the top panel. Charge densities of the valance band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) orbitals
are shown in the bottom panel. The blue and yellow regions represent charge accumulation and depletion, respectively. (d)
Intensity map of electronic band structure and (e) DOS and PDOS of WCrCO2 monolayer. The oxygen atom which is bonded
to W and Cr atoms, are labeled as OW and OCr respectively. Zero of energy is set at the Fermi-level.

electrons of W and Cr atoms, spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
effects are expected to be significant which is included
within PBE+SOC. As shown in Fig. 3(a), WCrC is
metallic based on PBE, when we consider PBE+SOC
the metallic character is preserved but the energy bands
around the Fermi-level split with energy splitting of 30
meV. In order to explain the origin of the electronic states
of WCrC, we have calculated the density of states (DOS)
and projected PDOS, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). From the
PDOS of WCrC, we see that the metallic state near the
Fermi-level originates from W-(dz2 , dx2−y2 ,dz2) and Cr-
(dxz, dyz,dz2) orbitals, while the C atom orbitals do not
contribute. The electronic band structure of WCrCO2

with and without considering the SOC is shown in Fig.
3(c) and a zoom of the band structure around the Fermi-
level is shown in the top panel. Notice that, after chem-
ical modification with O atoms, the metallic character
disappears and exhibit a semi-metal without SOC. In ad-
dition, a dual band gap opened with narrow values of 45
and 40 meV at the left and right of the Γ point, respec-
tively. While the valence band maximum (VBM) and
conduction band minimum (CBM) are located around
the Γ point. The charge densities of the VBM and CBM
orbitals are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3(c), where
the blue and yellow regions represent the charge accumu-
lation and depletion, respectively. When including the

SOC effect, the electronic bands split and the dual band
gaps are changed to 30 and 45 meV at left and right of
the Γ point, respectively. We see that there is only a
small SOC effect on the electronic structure of WCrC
and WCrCO2 monolayers. Furthermore, from DOS and
PDOS of WCrCO2 in Fig. 3(e), we notice that the VBM
and CBM originates from Cr-(dz2) and O-(pz) orbital
states. Notice that the W-(dz2 and dx2−y2) orbitals have
a small contribution in VBM and CBM, while the p or-
bital of C atom does not contribute at all. The inten-
sity map of the electronic band structure is show, in Fig.
3(d). Energy bands around the Fermi-level mainly orig-
inates from Cr and OCr atoms (O bonded to Cr) and
slightly W atom. We have additionally computed elec-
tronic properties of WCrCO2 monolayer using the HSE06
functional. As shown in Fig. S2, semi-metallic properties
of the WCrCO2 was preserved.

Spin-polarized density functional calculations indicate
that the ground states of the majority of the pristine
and functionalized WCrC monolayer are nonmagnetic be-
cause of the strong covalent bonding between the transi-
tion metal and the O element as well as the attached
chemical groups. In here we investigate the crystal
symmetry of the d orbital states in WCrCO2 mono-
layer. In functionalized WCrCO2, each transition metal
is surrounded by C atoms and the terminating chemical
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groups, which form a distorted octahedral crystal field
around the transition metal (W and Cr). The schematic
energy levels for d orbitals of a transition metal under
octahedral coordination environment, which are found
in WCrCO2 structure is shown in Fig. S3(a). The
schematic of crystal field is shown in the inset. The
DOS and PDOS of WCrCO2 monolayer is shown in Fig.
S3(b). The resulting nearly octahedral crystal field splits
the d orbital of the transition metal into three t2g (dxy,
dyz, and dxz) and two eg (dz2 , dx2−y2 and dz2) orbital
sub-states in a perfect octahedral crystal field. Because
of the orbital shapes, the eg-orbital manifold is energet-
ically higher than the t2g-orbital manifold. Therefore,
electrons occupy first the t2g orbitals before entering the
eg-orbitals. In addition, we investigate effects of corre-
lation by varying the value of the Hubbard U , since the
exact value of U for WCrCO2 is not known. Electronic
band structure of WCrCO2 monolayer with respect to
Hubbard parameter U without considering SOC and with
considering SOC are shown in Figs. S4(a) and (b), re-
spectively. The left and right panels are with respect
to U=2 eV and U=3 eV, respectively. The correlation
effects on the electronic properties of WCrCO2 are in-
significant and we can see that the WCrCO2 still main-
tains the semi-metallic character with dual narrow band
gaps about 30 meV (without considering SOC) and 45
meV (with considering SOC) feature even when consid-
ering the effect of Hubbard U.

IV. ELECTRIC FIELD TUNING OF WCRCO2

MONOLAYER

From the perspective of potential device applications,
the ability to tune the electronic properties by e.g. con-
trolling the Fermi-level via electric field is highly desir-
able. The presence of buckling in WCrCO2, leads to a
potential difference between the two atomic sublayers,
which is useful in tuning the electronic properties. The
electronic band structure of WCrCO2 monolayer as func-
tion of electric field parallel and anti-parallel to the z-axis
are shown in Figs. 4(a,b) when including SOC.

With increasing electric field from 0.2 to 1.0 V/Å, the
two VBM around the Γ-point shift towards the Γ point
and the spectrum bands become more tilted, while the
CBM decreases in energy (see Fig 4.(a)). The effect of the
electric field for the band structure around the Γ-point
is to tilt the spectrum and the tilt is opposite for paral-
lel and anti-parallel electric field. For parallel field the
Fermi energy moves inside the CB resulting in field in-
duced electron doping. The small splitting is only slightly
influenced. For anti-parallel electric field the VB moves
above the Fermi energy and we see a small hole dop-
ing. The VBM around the Γ-point moves up (down)
for (anti-) parallel field. Thus electric gating allows us
to electrically dope the system and transforms it from a

FIG. 4. Electronic band structure of WCrCO2 monolayer as
function of (a) parallel and (b) anti-parallel electric field to
the z-axis with SOC. Zero of energy is set to the Fermi level.

FIG. 5. Electronic band structure of WCrCO2 monolayer as
a function of (a) uniaxial and (b) biaxial strain when including
SOC. Zero of energy is set to the Fermi level.

bad conductor (i.e. Fermi energy inside the small band
gap) to a conductor.
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FIG. 6. Electronic band structure of WCrCO2 bilayer as a
function of interlayer distance. Zero of energy is set to the
Fermi level.

V. STRAINING WCRCO2

Strain engineering is a robust method to tune the elec-
tronic properties and its topological nature. Here, we
investigate the effect of in-plane strain on the electronic
properties of WCrCO2 monolayer. The strain is defined
as ε = (a − a0)/a0 × 100, where a (a0) is strained (non-
strained) lattice constant. The uniaxial strain is applied
along the zigzag direction, while biaxial strain is applied
along the a-b axis. The electronic band structure of
WCrCO2 monolayer as function of uniaxial and biaxial
strain with SOC is shown in Fig. 5(a). Under uniax-
ial strain, the band gap changes from 30 and 45 meV
(at 0%) to 30 and 30 meV (at +2%) on, respectively,
the left and right of Γ-point. Notice that the VBM con-
tinuously shifts towards the Fermi-level resulting in hole
doping, while the CBM increases in energy, leading to
an increase of the band gap. The band gap on the left
(right) of Γ-point increases to 70 (65), 110 (95) and 135
(130) meV, for strain of +4, +6 and +8%, respectively.
While, under biaxial strain,the VBM at M-point, contin-
uously shift upwards resulting in the hole doping while
CB around the Γ-point moves below EF . This leads to a
semi-metallic character.

Out-of plane strain, i. e. pressure, can change the
interlayer distance and thus the vdW interaction, which
may induce electronic state transitions. We determine
the lowest energy stacking configuration of WCrCO2 bi-
layer, including structural optimization. The different
stacking patterns including AA1, AA1, AB1 and AB2

of WCrCO2 bilayer that we considered are shown in Fig.
S5. The relative total energy of four stacking patterns
for the WCrCO2 bilayer is shown in Fig. S5. Side views
of the stacking structures are shown in the inset. Our
results show that the AA1 stacking is most stable. The
electronic band structure with SOC of WCrCO2 bilayer
as a function of interlayer distance are shown in Figs.
6(a,b). For WCrCO2 bilayer, the equilibrium interlayer
distance is 2.95 Å. Comparing with WCrCO2 monolayer,
we see that the dual band gaps decreases to 30 and 5
meV at left and right of Γ-point, respectively. Notice
that with increasing strain the interlayer distance of the
two layers of WCrCO2 changes from 3.05 to 3.35 Å(see
in Fig. 6(a)). Our result show that the band gap de-
crease to 25 meV (at 3.05 Å) and reaches zero (at 3.35
Å) at the left of the Γ-point. While, at the right of the
Γ-point, the situation differs and band gap increases from
45 (at 3.05 Å) to 50 meV (at 3.35 Å). The reason is that
the increased interlayer distance weakens the interlayer
coupling, resulting in WCrCO2 bilayer to keep their in-
dividual electronic properties. Conversely, one can see
that the band gap is approximately constant when the
interlayer distance increases. While, with decreasing in-
terlayer distance, the band gaps are in the range of 20-30
meV and 5-10 meV in the left and right of the Γ-point,
respectively. Our results show that the electronic struc-
ture of WCrCO2 bilayer under increasing and decreasing
of interlayer distance preserved its metal character.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we investigated the structural, elec-
tronic and dynamical properties of WCrC and WCrCO2

monolayers as well as the effects of in- and out-of-plane
strain and electric field using first-principle calculations.
Firstly, the optimized WCrC and WCrCO2 crystal struc-
tures are found to be thermodynamically and dynami-
cally stable. The electronic structure of WCrC indicates
that it is a metal which is fundamentally modified with
-O termination and a band gap is opened. Additionally,
electronic properties of WCrCO2 monolayer under a pos-
itive electric field and applying in-plane strain are also
studied. The obtained electronic properties show that the
dual band gap is preserved under an parallel and anti par-
allel electric field. The band gap of WCrCO2 monolayer
increases under uniaxial strain while it becomes metal-
lic under tensile strain. The out-of-plane strain effect
on WCrCO2 bilayer also investigate in this study. In-
creasing/decreasing the inter-layer distances of WCrCO2

bilayer effects the band gap value, but the semi-metal
character retains. We expect that our theoretical study
will stimulate further experimental research on this ma-
terial in the future. The present findings is expected to
promote more interest in developing MXenes. Moreover,
with the existence of a tunable band gap by electric field,
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charging and strain WCrCO2 is highly desirable for its
use in nanoscale device applications.
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